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FEATURES

FULLY 
AUTOMATIC
GUN CLEANING MADE EASY WITH GRAYWACKE EBCS

The back breaking task of cleaning a gun tube just got simple. What used to take several 
soldiers and hours to complete can now be done in minutes with just one person. The 
new Electric Bore Cleaning System (EBCS) is a fully automatic, versatile and simple to 
operate Bore Cleaning Tool.

Electric Bore Cleaning System Specifications:

Weight As packaged: 130 lbs.

Minimum Height Max 105mm

Input 24VDC 

Rate 15ft./min.

•	 Operate off any vehicles 24VDC Slave
 connector

•  Versatile;  can clean any tube  
 from 105mm to 155mm

•  Lightweight and compact; can easily travel  
 with mobile artillery or support vehicle

•  Simple; allows one man to easily clean  
 and preserve a gun tube

•  Fast; 15-20 minutes is all the time needed  
 to clean and preserve most gun tubes.

• EPA Friendly, uses as little as 10oz. of oil

  

 
 



Preparing the gun tube for cleaning (Wet Punch):
The gun tube should be positioned as if it were being cleaned in the conventional method.

Applying a thin layer of oil to the gun tube using a spray battle is an ideal way to ensure an even 
coat of oil throughout the gun tube.

Wet Punching:

Insert the Brush cylinder into the tube; be sure to insert the lead brush, the cylinder and the entire 
rear brush into the end of the tube.

Starting the EHBCS system:

Be sure the EHBCS master switch is in the off position prior to connecting to the 24 VDC power.

Connect the EHBCS NATO/Slave Plug to the desired  Vehicle NATO/Slave receptacle in the 
vehicle.

System Operation:

When operating the EHBCS in the field, it is recommended that a rag is used to wipe off any 
debris that the rope and cabling may be dragging into the tube during operation.

The operator will need to lightly pull the cabling and rope back as the ECBS returns up the tube. 
This will prevent the EHBCS from running over the rope and cabling inside the gun tube. Just prior 
to Rear brush reaching the end of the tube, shut off the master switch and secure the ram staff lengths 
to prevent the EHBCS from falling out of the tube when it returns.

Cleaning Process Review

The following process is adequate for most normally maintained gun tubes, obviously dirtier, less 
maintained gun tubes will require additional cycles. Although the EHBCS has had success cleaning 
very dirty gun tubes, the EHBCS system was designed as a regular maintenance tool. The EHBCS was 
not designed to recover damaged gun tubes due to: Corrosion from rust, age, or neglect.

Wet Punch: Brush heads only, saturated with oil, 3 - 4 cycles down and back

Wet Rag Punch: Rag on front and rear brush head, Saturated with oil, 2 - 3 cycles down and back

Dry Rag Punch: Rag on front and rear brush head, no oil, 1 - 2 cycles down and back
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